Turtle Healing Band Clinic

“Personalized Care for Optimal Health”

CALCIUM
(an essential mineral)

What is Calcium?
Calcium ions are nature’s primary enzyme tool to adjust the pH range of digesting
foods as they enter the bloodstream. The body must have an abundance of Calcium
ions to produce enzymes and hormones. If Calcium ions are not provided in the diet,
the body will simply rob Calcium ions from the bones to get the Calcium that it needs.
Calcium in its purest form has a pH of 12, while Calcium carbonate has a much, much
lower pH than elemental Calcium and thus, does not work properly as a coenzyme.
This is why people can take Calcium carbonate all day long while the body continues
to steal Calcium from the bones causing a condition known as osteoporosis. On the
other hand, if one takes Calcium that is not “carbonated” then one’s extra-cellular
fluid’s pH will immediately begin to rise and, over time, will reach correct levels. When
pure, elemental Calcium in the correct form is placed directly into the blood stream
(e.g., sublingually) it will often spike your pH level just high enough to immediately stop
a cold or flu.

What does Calcium do?
Calcium in its correct form is one of the most important minerals we can give our
bodies on a daily basis because it directly affects our resistance and susceptibility to
viruses, parasites, bacteria, molds, fungi, and, of course, cancers. Calcium also helps
to control the movement of nutrients into the cell and it is vital in eliminating waste
material and toxins from the cells. Without enough available Calcium, certain
substances that you do not need can enter the cell or elements that you do need
cannot enter the cell at all. Calcium acts very much like a security guard for cellular
health. This security guard named Calcium also plays a major role in regulating insulin
secretions. Certain cells in the pancreas must have enough Calcium in the inner
cellular fluid before they can secrete insulin. The normal secretion of insulin will be
restricted if the proper amount of Calcium is not present. Vitamin B12 absorption also
depends upon Calcium and Calcium protects the body from many atmospheric
pollutions and various insecticide poison (e.g., DDT).

What are signs of Calcium deficiency?
A Calcium deficiency can cause a person to develop diabetes. It also helps in the
regulation of obesity, proper nerve impulses, and is a great aid in regulating blood
pressure. Contrary to popular opinion, a person can have high sodium levels and
never have high blood press if their Calcium levels are normal.
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